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MILSPRAY® is currently contracted (N40192-16-D-7011) to wash Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) & Military aircrafts at Andersen 
Air Force Base in Guam. All aircraft washes are under the supervision of the wash Site Manger and the appointed dedicated Crew Chief, 
in accordance with applicable AF technical orders/publications. MILSPRAY® fully prepares B-52 & KC-135 aircrafts for wash, minus 
installing locks, opening & closing panels and aircraft forms documentation. MILSPRAY® services includes masking, washing, de-masking 
and lubrication. Servicing also includes completion of forms documentation and Integrated Maintenance Data System (IMDS) on all AGE 
units. MILSPRAY® only uses approved cleaning compounds/solutions, in accordance with T.O. 1-1-691, which are diluted and mixed as 
required.  MILSPRAY® also performs lubrication in accordance with AF technical orders publications.

Over 300 aircraft units washed | Andersen Air Force Base - Guam

“The Air Force Corrosion and Prevention Control Office (AFCPCO) conducted a portion of 
the 5 Year MAJCOM Corrosion Survey for PACAF. The TCGM site was visited as part of this 
survey. Various pieces of equipment were also inspected by the AFCPCO team for quality of 
refurbishment. Retired CMSgt Dan Mars from the AF Corrosion Office mentioned that the 
refurbishment that the TCGM folks had been performing thus far was the best he had seen 
from a contracted effort in his many years in the business. He also mentioned this should 
be a highlight in the 5 year MAJCOM survey when it gets written. Congrats to your team! 
Keep up the outstanding work.”

“Flawless Restoration”

- MSgt Bradley L. Bove, USAF

Patents
Expeditionary Vehicle Wash System - U.S. Patent 8,496,015
Scorpion Energy Hunter® - U.S. Patent 8,539,724
Touch-Up Paints - U.S Patents 7,338,227 | 8,875,479 | 8,962,093 | 9,205,442-B2
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Location: Andersen Air Force Base, Guam
Project/Contract Title: Aircraft and Aerospace Equipment Wash Services
Contract Number/Duration: N40192-16-D-7011 5 Years/Sept 2021
Number of Units Completed: Aircraft - 300 | AGE - 2889
Value of Contract: $6.9M
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